Control limit type policies are widely discussed in the literature, particularly regarding the maintenance of deteriorating systems. Previous studies deal mainly with stationary deterioration processes, where costs and transition probabilities depend only on the state of the system, regardless of its cumulative age. In this paper, we consider a nonstationary deterioration process, in which operation and maintenance costs, as well as transition probabilities "deteriorate" with both the system's state and its cumulative age. We discuss conditions under which control limit policies are optimal for such processes and compare them with thclse used in the analysis of stationary models.
INTRODUCTION
A great deal of research has been devoted to the teriorating systems, in particular to the structural icies. Of special interest are policies known as O 1999 Cambridge University Press 0269-9648/99 $12.50 maintenance of stochastically de- form of optimal maintenance polcontrol limit policies (CLPs), in 55 56 Z. Benyamini and U. Yechiali which the system operates uninterrupted up to a certain degree of deterioration, and maintenance of some kind is performed whenever this limit is exceeded. Such policies are intuitive in nature and easily implemented in real-life systems. As a result, conditions ensuring the optimality of CLPs for various maintenance models are of great interest.
In the basic models introduced by Derman [1] and Kolesar [6] , a system deteriorates according to a Markov process, where different states correspond to different levels of deterioration. In these models, the only possible action is the replacement of the system with a new one. Other models, such as Kijima, Morimura, and Suzuki [5] and Douer and Yechiali [3] also allow for partial repairs, which are cheaper (though less effective) than complete replacement. In all of these models, the optimal policy is shown to be a CLP under intuitively meaningful conditions, namely that costs and failure probabilities increase as the system deteriorates.
In many real-life systems, the deterioration process may change its characteristics (such as transition probabilities or cost functions) as the system ages. In such cases, a Markovian process does not accurately describe the system's deterioration.
In order to take the aging process into account in a more general way, Kao [4] developed a semi-Markovian process. He discussed "stage-age" replacement policies, in which the optimal replacement time depends on both the state and the sojourn time in it. Other "state-age" models were developed by Lam and Yeh [7] and So [9] , among others.
The use of the term "system age" with respect to the above semi-Markovian process is somewhat misleading: while the sojourn time is measured from the last transition or maintenance action, "true" age accumulates throughout the system's life cycle; while some of the outcomes of this cumulative aging may be overturned through maintenance, others may not (for example, when nonrepairable components exist).
In this paper, therefore, we discuss an extended notion of an aging process: we address the problem of a nonstationary, age-dependent deterioration process. In such a process, all parameters-transition probabilities, maintenance and operation costs-depend explicitly on both the system's state and its total cumulative age. We discuss both a "replacement-only" model and a "repair-replacement" model in which repair actions may involve changing the system's state to a better one, but cannot change its age. The system's age can be reduced (to zero) only through replacement by a new system. This property describes, for example, a system which contains a repairable part (whose condition is represented by "states") and a nonrepairable one (whose condition depends on its cumulative age).
The structure of this paper is as follows. In Section 2, we define the concept of a control limit policy in the nonstationary context. In Section 3, we discuss the replacement-only model and the optimality of CLPs under various optimization criteria. The results are shown to be direct generalizations of previous results for stationary models [1, 3, 6] . In Section 4, we propose an algorithm for finding the optimal policy, utilizing the fact that it has a control limit form. A detailed example, using the proposed algorithm, is provided. Section 5 offers an advanced, more effi-cient solution algorithm. In Section We now show that under the above conditions, and for the discounted cost criterion, for any horizon, the optimal policy is a CLP.
Denote by OI(t, r) the expected total discounted cost under the optimal policy, given that the system is at state i and age t, the discount factor is a and the horizon is 0 < T I oo time units. The oj(t, t) = R,(t) i<N;t<T* ol(M t) : B*(t) + Ro(o) for all t (2) aLG,T*) : B,(7. ) + Ro(o) for all i.
Lnuun I: For fixed q and T, QIQ,I) is an increasing function of both i and t.
Pnoor': The proof follows readily by induction on I, as every expression on the right-hand side of Eq.(l), Eq. (2) ./:0
Rearranging terms results in B,(t)+Ro(O)-R,(r) = R,(r) * * i P,,(t +1)Or-r(7,r * 1).
The left-hand side of inequality (a) is decreasing by Condition 3.4, while the righthand side is increasing by Condition 3.3 and Lemma l. Therefore, inequality (4) holds for any (*,t) wrth m > i and s 2 t, thus proving that the optimal policy is a CLP.
The infinite-horizon case is dealt with in a similar manner, using the total cost function O,(i, r) = limr-*QIQ,I for any i,t.
Tsponeu 2: The optimal policy for the auerage cost criterion is also a CLP. Furthermore, the auerage-cost optimal policy is the limit of the discou,nted-cost optimal policies as the discount factor approaches l. Another aspect of Condition 3.4, particularly of its age-related part, should also be noted: it limits the rather general cost deterioration structure characterized by Condition 3.1 and requires that the operation costs "deteriorate" at a higher rate than the replacement costs, for the optimality of CLPs to hold. Without Condition 3.4,the optimal policy is not necessarily a CLP, although such optimal policies are possible.
As an example, assume the costs and transition probabilities used in Section 4, with R,(r) and Pi;(/) held constant at their r = 0 values (so Condition 3.4 does not hold). It may be seen that as a changes, the optimal policy changes from a CLP to a non-CLP form. For example, for a : 0.6, the optimal policy is not a CLR but, for a : 0.65 or a : 0.55, it is. For a: A.734, the optimal policy is not a CLP, but it is a CLP for a : 0.733 or a:0.735.
FINDING THE OPTIMAL POLICY
The nonstationary replacement-only problem may be considered a Markovian decision problem, with each pair (i, r) viewed as a separate Markovian "state," and solved using one of many existing algorithms for such problems. In practice, however, this method (if applied in a straightforward manner) would be quite inefficient, as such general algorithms pay little respect to the specific form of the problem (note the relatively large transition probability matrix, consisting mainly of zeros, as an example) or the solution.
We shall now propose an algorithm for finding the optimal replacement policy.
The proposed algorithm is based on the well-known general policy iteration algorithm (cf. Tijms [10] ), but it utilizes the known control limit form of the optimal policy. In this section, we describe a basic version of the proposed algorithm. This version is rather inefficient, but it is more clearly described and justified than the advanced, computationally efficient version described in the next section. We discuss only the infinite-horizon discounted cost (i,t) , is denoted by uaQ,l). We refer to the policy attained after the nth iteration of the algorithm as dn, denoting its control limit and cost functions by i,l(t) and un(i,t), respectively.
The following well-known theorem (often referred to as Howard's policy improvement theorem) is the theoretical basis for the policy iteration algorithm. Its proof can be found in [2] and [8] . It is written in terms of a general Markovian decision process (as previously noted, the nonstationary problem may be described in this manner).
THeoRpl,r 3: Let S be the state space of a (stationary) Markouian decision process.
Denote by d(s) the action taken under policy d at state s, by F(s,a) the one-step cost incurredwhen action a is taken at state s, andby P(s'l s,a) the transition probability of mouing to state s' after action a is taken at state s.
Let d be any policy. If,for some policy g, F(s,g(s))+o ) P(s'ls,g(s))ua(s') =rr(r) (6) . Equation (8) R,.(r) * *i P,-,i(t *I)u,(j,r+l) 2u,.(r) +u,(0,0) (9) ./:o Bi*-r(r) + u,(0,0) { o,.-,(r) + o j R.-r.i(t + t)u,(j,t + t). (10) j:o If the shift is found to be improving, then the new policy d,*1is evaluated (by step 2) and additional improvement in the same direction is attempted.
Otherwise, the algorithm moves on to r * 1, and continues in this manner cyclically. Note that dn*1, like d,,, is a partial CLP.
Stopping criterion:
The algorithm terminates when an entire cycle is completed without any improving actions. dn is the optimal policy.
We must now prove that our stopping criterion is indeed a valid one. As opposed to the general algorithm, Theorem 3 cannot be used directly in order to establish optimality, as the policy improvement step in the above algorithm is more restrictive: only two actions are tested at each iteration, namely, shifting of iIU) at some t up or down by one step, rather than the complete set of possible actions (as in the general algorithm). A priori, this could perhaps lead to some local minimum rather than to an optimal policy.
We first prove the following lemma (we suppress the subscript n hereafter). 
It is left to show thatu(i.(t),t)>u(t-(r) -l,t).As shifting (particularly down) of l.(r) is not improving,
Bi.u)-,(r) + u(0,0) > Ri.(r)-,(r) + of P,-ru-r,1(t+ 1)u(7,r + l). ( . Therefore, such (k, r) with k < i.(l) do not exist. In the same manner it is shown that the existence of (ft,1) with k > i*(r), in which doing nothing is better than replacement, would contradict case (13) It can now be seen that there are no further improvements. d5 is, therefore, the optimal policy. Optimality of d5 may indeed be directly verified through satisfaction of the optimality equations.
IMPROVING COMPUTATIONAL EFFICIENCY
The algorithm described in Section 4 has one major drawback when compared with the general policy iteration algorithm: while the general algorithm evaluates the new policy d,nl only after improving 4 (using Theorem 3) at all states, the above algorithm reevaluates the policy after every shift. As the evaluation step is time-consuming, this appears to cause a significant reduction in the efficiency of the proposed algorithm. However, using the fact that the new policy is only slightly different than the previous one, a more efficient policy evaluation step can be devised, thus greatly improving the algorithm.
Denote by q, the value of the variable u,,(0,0), and by Q,the matrix u,(i,t), It is evident from Lemma 4 that updating Q, is considerably easier than reevaluating u,( j,s) for all7,s using Eqs. (7) . Let N A,(q) : B,(t) + q -R,(r) -" ) P,,(t + I)Q,,(j,/ + l). 
REPAIR-REPLACEMENT MODEL
In this section we add another possible maintenance action-repairing the system to any stateT < i without changing the age t of the system, at cost CuU). After repair, the system operates at stateT for one unit of time at cost R;(r). In this case, we will show the optimal policy to hold the form of a 3-way CLR that is, do nothing at "good" state-age pairs, repair at "medium" ones, and replace at "bad" ones.
We assume the following extensions of Conditions 3.1-3.4: Condition 6.1: RiU), BiQ), and C;1,Q) (for all k < i) are increasing in both i and t. PRoor': Optimality equations similar to ( I ) are easily established. The equivalent of Lemma I is also proven along similar lines. We may then show, similar to the proof of Theorem l, that every pair of actions (replace/repair/do nothing) obeys a CLP, so that the optimal policy is a 3-way CLP. The extension of the discounted result to the average cost criteria is achieved, as before, through Lemma2. I
It is also easily seen that, when repair is the optimal action, it is best to repair to a state in which nothing should be done, due to Condition 6.5.
The replacement-only model in Section 3 is a relatively straightforward generalization of the analogous stationary model [3, 6] . The Obviously, this policy is not a 3-way CLP. For example, a system at state 2 should be repaired to state I if its age is t: 1,2, but left uninterrupted at ages t :3,4.Indeed, evaluation of O,(i, t) and of )Xo f rQ)O,( j,l) reveals that neither is superadditive.
In case Condition 6.6 does not hold (or cannot be verified), only a partial result is obtained. The optimal policy in this case may easily be shown to hold the following form (as does the policy described in the above example): it is a CLP regarding replacement, but only a partial CLP regarding repair.
CONCLUSTONS
In this paper we extend the classic stationary Markovian deterioration models to a nonstationary deterioration process, which explicitly depends on the system's cumulative age. The concept of control limit policies is defined in a two-dimensional context, and conditions are established for the optimality of such policies. In the replacement-only model, results are shown to be direct extensions of previous stationary models. We propose an efficient algorithm for finding the optimal policy, utilizing its known form. In the repair-replacement model, however, direct extensions of the conditions used in stationary models are not sufficient to ensure optimality of control limit policies in the nonstationary case. A simple counterexample to the optimality of such policies, under the classic conditions alone, is presented. bl 70
